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Featured Application: 1. A systematic review of literature was conducted concerning augmented reality (AR) in architectural and civil engineering education. 2. AR is discovered to possess a wide range of applications in general pedagogies and domain-specific learning. 3. The advantages and challenges of AR in this field are reported. 4. Analysis was performed based on fundamental information, application domains, AR development tools, system types, teaching devices, teaching methods, learning strategies, and research methods. 5. Discussions and suggestions were made regarding the advantages in pedagogies and education, the challenges to systems and curriculums, the selection of suitable systems, and the emerging trends of AR and building information modeling (BIM) combined. 6. Collaboration should occur among different roles. The trends and research have become an integrated and collaboration issue, that should be conducted interactively with pedagogical findings and resources integrated across different parties.

Abstract: Architectural and civil engineering (ACE) education is inextricably connected to real-world practice. The application of augmented reality (AR) technology can help to establish a link between virtual and real-world information for students. Studies of applying AR in ACE education have increased annually, and numerous research have indicated that AR possesses immense application potential. To address and analyze pertinent research issues, published studies in the Scopus database were explored, and revealed that problems persist and are worthy of attention, such as the selection of system types and devices, the application of research methods, and appropriate learning strategies and teaching methods. Courses with objective grading standards should be given priority in AR experimental courses for a meticulous investigation of AR influence on students’ learning outcomes and ultimately improvement of classroom quality. Suitable types of AR systems should be selected based on course content, prior to the design and development of the system. It is recommended to develop markerless systems for a larger application range to benefit students with additional convenience. Systems can also be accompanied by functions, such as instant online assessments, synchronized assessments, and exchange capabilities to assist learning what has been taught and develop critical thinking abilities. The combination of AR and building information modeling (BIM) in architectural and civil practice, which has immense application potential, has become an emerging research trend. Collaboration between academics and practice should be enhanced with roles and knowledge of instructors, engineers, designers, and computer experts integrated for an optimal connection between general pedagogy and domain-specific learning. Teaching methods that emphasize “locations”, as well as “roles”, can be adopted in order to create a superior reality learning environment with diversified learning methods. The trends and research have become an integration and collaboration issue that should be performed interactively with pedagogical findings, and resources integrated across roles, fields, and university departments.
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1. Introduction

Architectural and civil engineering (ACE) education is a form of practice-based knowledge delivery, in which subjects are frequently related to the configuration and property of 3D objects. A construction, such as a building, bridge, or space is usually associated with component information, such as stress, dimension, materials, assembly, and construction. Building models have been used to define information from concept design, schematic design, detailed design, construction documentation, fabrication and assembly, to as-built. It has been a trend to apply different types of simulations to virtual models for pedagogy or practice needs, evaluations, practice rehearsals, training, and demonstrations of proposed solutions. Considering professional characteristics in linking the virtual design and the projected property in the real world, augmented reality (AR) is applied to fulfill educational and specialized practice needs.

In recent years, AR has sparked widespread attention and discussion in ACE. AR has been defined in a broad sense as “augmenting natural feedback to the operator with simulated cues” to a more restricted approach as “a transparent head-mounted display (HMD) allowing a participant’s clear view of the real world” [1]. Overall, it aims for real and virtual objects in a real environment to be combined, registered, and interacted in real-time. The definition of AR was then gradually broadened to apply particular displays and sensors for auditory, tactile, and olfactory modalities [2,3]. For instance, Irizarry et al. [4] proposed a mobile augmented reality method to increase efficiency and productivity in facility management. Hou et al. [5] developed an animated AR system for guided assembly tasks to reduce errors and to augment operational efficiency. Koch et al. [6] proposed a natural marker-based AR framework that can digitally support facility operators in performing daily on-site maintenance tasks. Meža et al. [7] used AR to promote users’ understanding of project documentation in various stages of construction projects. In addition, Chi et al. [8] discussed trends in AR applications for architecture, engineering, construction, and facility management, anticipating that AR applications will be further utilized in ACE fields, and to augment productivity, safety, and efficiency.

The traditional tools of pen and paper have been replaced by building information modeling (BIM) software [7]. The main advantage of BIM is that it can keep tracking the operation of various projects in a building lifecycle, in order to enhance project productivity and improve communication efficiency among professional staff [9,10]. Some forward-thinking scholars have begun combining BIM and AR in architectural and civil practice, with the intention of further tapping into the potential of BIM. For instance, Park et al. [11] proposed a conceptual framework for proactive construction defect management using BIM and AR, to reduce and prevent defect occurrence during the construction process. The majority of studies predicted AR to become the optimal choice for expanding BIM concepts and methods [12,13].

Part of traditional education has been conducted in laboratories with experiments in field practice to shorten the gap between classroom and real tasks, as one of the measurements in pedagogy. Typical observations should be made to check if knowledge is acquired, motivation is increased, and outcomes are improved. AR seems to constitute a portable laboratory that can be operated anytime or right next to the subject, in contrast to the hand-made modeling approach that must be performed in a specific location with large facilities.

With advancements in technology and support, the development of AR systems has become much easier. AR is being applied to education, and has led to impressive results [14–18]. Research on the use of AR in education has increased steadily and offers great insights into learning and teaching [19]. The employment of AR is attempted to improve classroom quality from kindergarten, elementary school, secondary school, to universities [20–22]. AR enables students to use 3D synthetic
objects to augment visual perceptions of target systems or environments [23]. Numerous studies have also indicated that AR can assist students to better acquire classroom knowledge, improve learning outcomes, and boost motivation [24,25].

The emergence of AR has provided an opportunity to reform ACE education. Content in the ACE curriculum is closely linked to the real world, and creating stronger connections with industry is critical [26,27]. The most important characteristic of AR is its ability to link the virtual and real worlds [1–3]. Using AR can help students to establish connections of information between virtual worlds and real worlds more easily, and make abstract 2D knowledge and concepts in original courses more concrete [28]. Students’ ability to understand and convert information between the virtual world and the real world is particularly critical in ACE learning processes. Students can inspect the 3D object from a variety of perspectives to enhance their comprehension [29]. The utilization of AR can also provide students with the opportunity to learn in the real world, which supersedes pedagogy that is confined to traditional classroom learning [30].

The research questions (RQ) of the current paper, concerning AR and ACE education, are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Research questions concerning applying augmented reality (AR) in architectural and civil engineering (ACE) education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ1</th>
<th>What are the extant trends? In which courses is AR used more frequently?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>What are the AR system development programs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3</td>
<td>What are the common learning strategies, pedagogies, and research methods?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ4</td>
<td>What are the advantages and challenges?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Research Methods

Papers related to AR in ACE education and published prior to January 1, 2019 were searched, coded, and analyzed.

2.1. Resources

ACE education possesses domain characteristics under the special nature of engineering history and practice. Although AR has been applied in education, no systematic analysis has yet been performed. The development of an AR system can comprise computer science, medical science, and other fields in a collaborative manner of hardware and software system built-ups. To elucidate relevant trends and research issues, the selection of an appropriate database needs to be focused on this domain.

The review starts from selecting a specific database, which has a close relation to ACE education. An analysis is conducted for all of the published studies in the database to the end of December 31, 2018, with the purpose to understand research trends, advantages, and challenges. Scopus seems to be relatively more focused and related to ACE, with the world’s largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature, including scientific journals, covering research topics across all scientific and technical disciplines. The database also aims to provide references and recommendations of journal papers for scholars in the future to enhance teaching effects and learning quality.

Journal papers were searched in the Scopus database and filtered through keywords in the paper title, abstract, or keywords list. The research questions were raised and transferred into coding schemes from basic information, systems, and challenges. Data analysis and discussion were also performed afterward. We selected 1299 papers based on certain keywords, including “augmented reality” and “architecture” or “building” or “engineering” or “construction”, and “education” or “learning” or “teaching.” Non-journal and non-ACE education related papers were removed. A total of 21 papers (see Appendix A) were in the final analysis list (Figure 1).
Many AR-related researches contribute to ACE. The most important part of the review in the
domain-specific field (i.e., ACE) is to ensure that high quality journal papers will be identified. A variety
of combinations were employed to achieve this goal. In the early stage of search, very few journal papers
were found in Scopus using both “architecture” and “civil engineering” as keywords. To avoid missing
counts of papers, “civil engineering” was replaced by “engineering” with keywords “construction”
and “building”, and with an “or” search. Eventually, 21 papers were retrieved.

Over-emphasis of domain-specific studies may lead cross-domain contributions to be ignored.
Although AR studies in different fields are equally important and influential, domain-specific studies,
which have been applied with clear and defined results, would contribute meaningfully to ACE. This study,
the majority of core topics or courses in the department of architecture and civil engineering are closely related,
such as construction method, structure system and analysis, building materials,
computer graphics, 3D modeling, etc. This is why certain keywords, such as “urban” and “city”, were
excluded, along with numerous other important ones.

2.2. Coding Schemes

Coding schemes are methods of categorizing scientific data [31]. All articles were coded and
analyzed according to the research questions (RQ), and literature were referred in order to determine
coding schemes [19,27,32,33]. The contents and coding schemes of the research questions (RQ) are
classified into four types (Table 2). For example, in RQ2, it is necessary to separate marker and
markerless systems, since the former seems to be evolved from the latter with many tasks simplified.
The former can even be conducted by directly implanting a 3D model in an environment. It is important
to note that application simplicity gains user support quickly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Coding Schemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>1 Basic information</td>
<td>Author’s country, region, and year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|     | 2 Application domains                      | Fields or course directions for general pedagogy or
domain-specific learning                          |
|     | 3 Development tools                        | Tools or platforms                                   |
| RQ2 | 4 System types                             | Marker-based or markerless types by triggering mechanisms in presenting virtual objects |
|     | 5 Device types                             | Smartphones, tablets, or laptops                    |
|     | 6 Teaching methods                         | Emphasis of roles, locations, or tasks             |
|     | 7 Learning strategies                       | Peer assessment, issue-based learning, synchronous sharing, or project-based learning [32] |
|     | 8 Research methods                         | Experimental design method, questionnaire survey, qualitative research method, system development, and document analysis [34] |
| RQ3 | 9 Advantages                                | In general pedagogy and domain-specific learning   |
|     | 10 Challenges                              | In system problems and course issues                |
3. Research Analysis

Analysis was performed on the AR-related coding schemes, based on fundamental information, application domains, development tools, system types, teaching devices, teaching methods, learning strategies, and research methods. For example, the form of learning subject can be in 3D virtual models or text-based notational explanations using markers or markerless schemas, in a location in the field or in a classroom, with a specific supporting environment of hardware and software.

3.1. Basic Information

Countries and regions of the first author, who applied AR in ACE educational research, are recorded. The top three countries and regions among the papers are Spain, the United States, and Taiwan (Figure 2). Relevant studies have been published since 2011, indicating that the overall number of papers has increased steadily (Figure 3).

![Figure 2. The number of studies published by country and regions.](image1)

![Figure 3. The number of studies published by year.](image2)

3.2. Application Domains

AR is widely applied in ACE education for general (50%) and domain-specific learning (50%) (Figure 4). Related papers include an overview of academic performance using AR, and discuss how this type of technology can improve students’ 3D spatial skills in tools, geometries, representations, and graphics [24,35]. By using AR to understand domain-specific contents of textbooks and assignments, students can reduce the cognitive gap between academics and practice in construction, estimation, structure analysis, exterior wall design, building design, and assembly [28,36]. The most applied course is “informatics tools,” followed by “construction methods and materials.” “Informatics tool” refers to a general computer tool, such as 3D modeling. Students can take this class to create 3D models for a real representation of an object or a space to improve a student’s 3D spatial skills. The goal of
the “geometry course” is to learn how to develop skills to understand visual perception and spatial expression [37,38].

### Domain-specified Application of AR Knowledge

- **Construction methods and materials**
- **Exterior wall designs**
- **History of western architecture**
- **Primary structure analysis**
- **Building design and assembly**
- **Estimating course**

### General Application of AR Knowledge

- **Informatics tool**
- **Geometry course**
- **Technical assessment**
- **Representation system**
- **Engineering graphics**
- **Graphical and spatial**

#### Figure 4. The percentage of application domains.

Domain-specified or general applications of AR knowledge vary in emphasis on a course or computer skill. The former relates to a domain that applies AR technology, in which a course number is usually given under a common name, such as “Construction methods and materials”, as part of the “interface” using AR to deliver knowledge. The latter relates to a course that supports other courses, such as “3D modeling”, as a computer-related skill without a specific application goal. In general, the latter is usually given in a computer science department related to hardware, interface, or computer graphics. A similar course can also be offered by a subject’s department for more direct learning support.

The terms used to name a course can differ by country, university, and department. In general, the major part of a course is similar. The application of AR across departments can be related or referred to as a fundamental requirement for students to enhance their computer knowledge in general, or as a skill or tool learned without a specific course in mind, such as an informatics tool, geometry course, representation system, engineering graphics knowledge, graphical and spatial applications, etc. It can also be given as an assignment in which a domain-specific subject can be applied and learned, such as construction methods and materials, exterior wall design, history of western architecture, primary structure analysis, building design and assembly, etc.

### 3.3. Development Tools

AR development involves platforms, interfaces, and tools. Platforms can be smartphone-based or PC-based, mobile-based or station-based, wireless or wired, or an HMD or hand-held device. Interfaces can be hands-on learning or visual enhancement manipulation. The former includes the manipulation of structural details. The latter comprises manipulation of instruction or texts. Tools can be off-the-shelf packages or software development kit (SDK) at different levels of course involvement for general knowledge/experience delivery or customized subject learning, developed by instructors or supporting laboratories. The nature of tools can be used for enhanced fundamental course learning or general 3D operation. Related interfaces can be either text or with assembly, movement, or rotation made as a whole or part of a set of 3D geometries.

16 papers, except for five unspecified ones, used existing AR tools or platforms. AR-media™, ARToolKit®, and Junaio® are applied most frequently (Figure 5). AR-media™ is widely applied, and can be combined with many types of 3D modeling software. ARToolKit® is the world’s earliest AR open source software. Junaio® can be utilized on different system platforms.
3.4. System Types

A user normally needs to inspect an object from different elevations or angles in $360 \times 360$ degrees. Virtual objects must be tracked in order to be displayed in a correct orientation. When a virtual object is superimposed in a physical world, correct relative location should be maintained without drifting after a user moves. The system actually tracks the configuration of the real environment to ensure that the virtual object is placed accurately or in a correct relative translation to the former location. In contrast, a GPS or a compass can hardly achieve this in a precise manner.

Marker-based AR and markerless AR constitute two major categories of AR [27]. Markers are 2D patterns or symbols that can be recognized by a computer system [28]. Marker-based AR needs to identify corresponding markers, so that presupposed information can be presented. The marker system requires an image or 2D barcode to achieve registration and tracking. A difference exists between the simulated scenario and the real one. An image-based marker also separates students from learning a real scenario, since a printed marker, which has to be placed appropriately for registration, does not necessarily appear in a real site. Pasting and tearing markers on the surface, which may cause damage to an artifact, are prohibited by law while working with items with a national heritage designation. Although a real scene can be used as a marker in a markerless approach, difficulty may be encountered upon deviations made to the preset view or insufficient lighting conditions.

Markerless AR does not require marker registration, and tracking is more robust in enabling the realization of mobile AR. This approach is made by matching a model with the geometries of a subject or an environment to be registered for correct alignment. 3D attributes of the geometry, which can be categorized as a type of marker, can fit in a real physical scenario to reduce the difference from reality for easier student adaptation in the future.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the types adopted in each study. Fifteen papers adopted marker-based AR [24,39] and three papers used markerless AR [35,40]. Three papers did not develop or specify systems [25,38].

![Figure 5](image1.png)

**Figure 5.** The number of adopted development tools in AR studies for ACE education.

![Figure 6](image2.png)

**Figure 6.** The number of studies in each applied AR system.
3.5. Teaching Devices

A mobile device is usually equipped with a very sensitive gyroscope to record user movement in order to provide a correct relative location between the real environment and the virtual object. Different technologies, such as visual inertial odometry (VIO), are also applied as a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) function to track locations in real-time.

Most papers adopted mobile devices to install AR applications (67%) [36,41] (Figure 7 left). Smartphones were adopted most (57%), followed by tablets (Figure 7 right). Only one paper used a head-mounted display (HMD) [28].

![Figure 7](image_url) The percentage of applied AR teaching devices. **Left**: device type, **Right**: mobile device type.

3.6. Teaching Methods

The essential characteristics of teaching methods comprise placing students in a learning scenario similar to that encountered in professional practice, in which roles, locations, and tasks constitute the three basic parts to describe a job. For example, students may act like a job inspector, go to a construction site, or perform an equipment check. Moreover, three types of AR teaching methods exist in ACE education [42]. The first type is “emphasizes the roles”, in which students play different roles within an AR system and interact with each other through communication and discussion. The core feature is to emphasize interactions between students. The second type is “emphasizes the locations”, in which students leave the traditional classroom and go to a given location outdoors to use AR to complete their studies [41,43]. In the third type “emphasizes the task”, students use AR to complete learning tasks in the form of a game or direct communication. Unlike the other two teaching types, there is no grouping or classification of students into different roles, and most of the studies were conducted indoors [24,37].

Fourteen papers adopted the type, emphasize the task (Figure 8). Four papers adopted the type, emphasize the locations. The number of papers that adopted the type, emphasizes the roles, was zero, because the grading applied for tasks and locations was not found for roles. The remaining three papers, which are either literature reviews or not categorized, are classified as “others.” The number of papers that used the emphasize-the-task teaching method increased from 2011 to 2018 (Figure 9), while the number of other teaching methods remained relatively stable.
3.7. Learning Strategies

Project-based learning (79%) is the most common learning strategy used by researchers (Figure 10). Teachers instruct students to use AR to complete their projects, presentations, and reports involving 3D virtual models and physical building models [17,44]. The second most-used method is peer assessment (11%), in which students rate AR works created by other students based on evaluation criteria provided by teachers. A relevant AR case is the curtain wall design of campus buildings, for which students must comment on each other’s designs [35]. The other two less-often adopted learning strategies are issue-based learning and synchronous sharing, in which students discuss an issue related to the learning content or interact through AR in a timely manner involving discussion and sharing [39,40]. The number of papers that adopted project-based learning gradually increased from 2011 to 2018 (Figure 11). These four learning strategies are defined as peer assessment, synchronous sharing, issue-based learning, and project-based learning, respectively [45].
Figure 10. The percentage of learning strategies.

Figure 11. The number of papers published in learning strategies by year.

3.8. Research Methods

Research methods of AR in ACE education are three-fold: The experimental design method, the document analysis method, and the system development method. Figure 12 shows that 86% of the 21 chosen papers adopted the experimental design method. Specifically, students were divided into experimental groups and control groups in AR courses to discuss the benefits and influence of AR [24,34,37,40]. Two papers (9%) adopted the document analysis method in multiple AR applications, [25,46]. Only one paper (5%) adopted system development to explore the framework in AR system development [43]. Figure 13 shows that the mainstream research method between 2011 and 2018 is still the experimental design method, and the number of related research projects increases by year.

Figure 12. The percentage of three research methods.
4. Discussions and Suggestions

AR is usually considered as a new type of interface, in which knowledge is conveyed to users in a visual or hands-on experience. The interaction or the content is still determined by the design of instructors or experts in a specific domain. The efficiency in delivering knowledge has been improved, in general, and created a unique teaching and learning experience. Suggestions are made, and a discussion is conducted regarding the research questions listed in Table 1.

4.1. Promoting the Advantages in General Pedagogies and Domain-Specific Learning

The advantages of using AR in an ACE education curriculum are related to general pedagogies and domain-specific learning, with the former mentioned the most. The most frequently cited categories are the improvement of a student’s interest in learning, performance, and motivation [24,44,46] (Table 3). The most-mentioned domain-specific learning is that the students increased in graphic competencies and spatial skills [47]. The advantages illustrate great potential in combining the attributes of the physical with designated information with reasonable arrangements or a direct manipulation without needing to consider where to paste the marker. AR is helpful in completing projects, presentations, and reports involving 3D virtual models and physical building models in a unique user interface.

Table 3. The advantages of AR in ACE education curriculums.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inductive Categories</th>
<th>Sub-Categories</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Sample Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General pedagogies</td>
<td>Improve students’ learning interest</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve students’ academic performance.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivate students more</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction of students with the course</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effective tool in traditional pedagogical settings</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve students’ course participation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helpful for knowledge integration and internalization</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Help students communicate with course contents in the classroom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve communication between teachers and students</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain-specific learning</td>
<td>Increase graphic competencies and spatial skills</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Great potential to be applied in construction projects</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helpful instructional techniques to learn structural analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve students’ understanding of building roof components</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Help students to expand their thinking in building-design processes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve the clarity of students’ 3D perception</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1. Adopting Teaching Methods That Emphasize Locations and Roles

Teaching methods that emphasize locations, as well as roles, can be adopted in order to create a superior reality learning environment with a diversified learning method. The experimental design method, and the questionnaire and qualitative research methods can be utilized. AR used in ACE education is extremely uniform in teaching methods. Most papers adopted methods that “emphasize the task”, and few papers adopted ones that “emphasized the roles” and “emphasize the locations”. In other words, how and to what level a student solves tasks in an AR scene needs to be supervised as a way to evaluate learning and systems in fixed locations, such as classrooms or workshops, where they complete a certain learning task. Although on-location learning can more effectively make use of students’ prior knowledge, as well as increase their learning interest [51,52], relatively few brought students to real environments for reality learning. The ideal educational tool should also incorporate the authentic experience of on-location learning [53]. Future studies are recommended to adopt AR teaching methods that emphasize the locations. By combining the teaching method with real-life examples of the practices involved, classroom quality can be improved, and the gap between academics and practices can be reduced.

4.1.2. Providing Learning Strategies with Objective Grading Standards

Courses with objective grading standards should be given priority in AR experimental courses, such as architectural history and theory, and environment technology. The goal is to be able to meticulously investigate the influence of AR on students’ learning outcomes and ultimately improve classroom quality. Adopting a uniform grading standard is difficult for design-related courses [54]. Teachers in such courses face challenges in determining whether a student’s logical thinking and aesthetic ability have been enhanced after using AR [17]. Educational institutions and course-grading standards are crucial to such studies because only by standardizing grading can students’ learning outcomes be effectively measured [55]. Consequently, it is recommended that future AR courses formulate assessment criteria that are as clear as possible, or directly choose courses that have existing and clear assessment criteria, such as environment technology, and architectural history and theory. In the above-mentioned ways, applying AR in classrooms can be better evaluated, and the quality of pedagogy can be enhanced.

4.2. Preparing for Challenges

The challenges of using AR in ACE education are two-fold: Curricula and systems. The former are usually related to the content, form, and timing of courses. The latter are usually associated with the design, manipulation, equipment, and functions of an AR system. Most papers noted that the time for AR operations is too short or the content of the course is too great [17,24,46] (Table 4). However, Sánchez et al. [35] proposed that students should not spend too much time learning AR; otherwise, learning difficulty will be increased. AR course design requires careful planning and distribution of time in AR operations, which is neither too short nor too long. Discussions are more diffused in system problems, which will be solved as technology advances, such as the difficulty in creating AR models, the small size of AR device screens, and the low level of system stability [35,47].
Table 4. AR challenges in ACE education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inductive Categories</th>
<th>Sub-Categories</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Sample Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systems</td>
<td>Difficult to create AR model or contents</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small and not immersive AR device screen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of system stability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tired easily after extended holding marker-based AR mobile device in the air while sliding it</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculums</td>
<td>Insufficient study time or too much course content</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May increase students’ learning difficulty after using AR for a long period of time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can be difficult in design-concept assessment compared to using AR in a paper-based approach</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulty in working simultaneously with AR and concentrating on the lecture</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More effective in a 3D physical model than an AR model in helping students to understand the transformation from 2D images to 3D objects</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1. Providing a Reasonable Arrangement of Introduction and Operation

As previously mentioned, the challenge encountered in research from students’ feedback is the problem of inadequate time for students to operate AR and that the course content is excessive [17,24]. However, students are not supposed to use AR for too long, as it can increase the difficulty in learning [35]. Cheng et al. [56] suggested that students might experience cognitive overload in an AR learning environment due to task complexity. An adequate understanding and good preparation for the course content are requisite in the initial phase of course design. A reasonable arrangement concerning when to introduce AR and the duration of its use can assist to integrate AR into the classroom more seamlessly and effectively. It is believed that the quality of the course will then be improved.

4.2.2. Be Aware of Difficulty in Creating AR Contents

Another challenge is related to system development. The most commonly mentioned problem was the difficulty in creating AR content. Fortunately, many simple AR development tools are available, such as ARKit® and ARCore®. It is reasonable to believe that this issue will soon be resolved by providing an efficient software interface to create 3D models, code AR SDK, and design interfaces. In addition, some studies reported that, due to the complex design of the system, students tend to abuse some of the system functions, and therefore are unable to complete the learning tasks [17]. In light of this, the design of the system should be as simple as possible and free of cumbersome and superfluous functions, so that teaching contents can be delivered in a more direct manner. A simpler system design can also enhance system stability to some extent. It is clear that no effort should solely focus on enriching the functions of AR systems because it may distract students.

4.3. Developing Markerless Systems and Smartphone-Based AR

Suitable types of AR systems should be selected based on course content, prior to the design and development of the system. It is recommended to develop markerless systems for a larger application range to benefit students with additional convenience. Systems can be accompanied by functions, such as instant online assessments, synchronized assessments, and exchange capabilities to help students to learn what has been taught and develop their critical thinking ability.

The development programs of AR systems are discussed based on three categories: The AR development tool, the AR type, and the AR teaching device. Most of the ACE education research uses open source tools to create AR systems, such as AR-media™, ARToolKit®, and Junaio®. The most selective AR type is the marker-based AR, with less options in developing markerless AR. It is worth
noting that marker-based AR systems require students to maintain their own position relative to the markers in order to present virtual information. Consequently, students might feel fatigued after long operating hours [49]. Similar problems have also been noted in architectural practice. For example, due to the complexity of construction sites, it can be difficult to place AR markers properly, and system recognition issues frequently occur [57]. Future research and development should focus on using markerless AR programs, since markerless AR is considered to be more interactive than marker-based AR [8,12]. In summary, both the design and arrangement of the marker are crucial in marker-based AR systems, with problems related to the limitations of distance, environment, and movement (Table 5). Researchers can select suitable types of systems for future AR development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>The distance between a marker and a device’s camera is restricted. Tracking and positioning of the AR system cannot be performed when the marker is out of the camera’s range, and appears very small or unidentifiable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>The design and affixation of a marker are subject to environmental limitations. Markers can hardly be affixed in complicated environments, such as construction sites, waterfronts, and parks. Environmental aesthetics can be violated by on-site marks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>User movements can be limited, since marker-based AR requires the device camera to scan the marker, and retain an orientation or pace for the best virtual information display.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scholars in the field of architectural engineering have reported that tablet computers and wearable devices are superior AR devices to smartphones, and will therefore have great potential as hand-held AR devices [58]. However, smartphones continue to be the most commonly used devices in ACE education currently. This seems to be a reasonable finding, as smartphones are used ubiquitously by today’s university students. Compared to other devices, smartphone-based AR can be more convenient for immediate responses to various occasions [59].

4.4. Combining AR and BIM

AR has been widely applied in military, education, manufacturing, medical, gaming, maintenance, advertising, and even tourism fields. It is also applied to architecture, in which history, construction, structure, planning, computer graphics, and other topics are also involved. As a result, it might be useful to narrow the scope with more focused studies in architecture. We found that general and domain-specific courses may share a knowledge model of BIM that is currently widely applied. This seems to be a reasonable finding, as smartphones are used ubiquitously by today’s university students. Compared to other devices, smartphone-based AR can be more convenient for immediate responses to various occasions [59].

To elucidate the trend of applying AR and what are the courses in which AR is used more frequently, domain-specific courses have revealed a strong connection to the operations and knowledge of the property and configuration of building-related components. The design, construction method, structure analysis, assembly, and estimation have created a life-cycle perspective of construction that is also a complicated system. BIM associates architectural components from level of development or detail (LOD) 100 to 500 with attributes and physical dimensions designated in design, construction, fabrication, and management for quality control or cost estimation. The level of development or detail (LOD) 100 to 500 refers to the stages of concept design (100), schematic design (200), detailed design (300), construction documentation (350), fabrication and assembly (400), and as-built (500), respectively [60,61]. The operational subject of AR has contents described under the category of BIM. A great similarity exists with it concerning how AR works on subjects. However, few studies have combined BIM with AR in ACE education. A possible reason for this is that universities are unable to provide students with a working environment that allows actual operation, and therefore
BIM is used more frequently as a 3D modeling tool in teaching, but not for joint applications with other technologies.

5. Conclusions

One of the most important issues of this study is the inclusion of “education” as a keyword to meet the scope of this review. Engineering features, such as mechanics, which will surely be included in an “engineering” search, may find very limited papers along with the search of “education.” Cross-domain studies can be found in the sub-fields of architecture, ACE, different university departments, or even professional practices. However, the numbers after the cross-domain search were refined to include pedagogy, which concerns teaching methods and learning strategy. In the future, cross-domain applications that originated from novel fields should also be explored from a pedagogical point of view to accelerate AR’s deployment in academics as a top-down approach. Eventually, the bottom-up pedagogical effort made in universities can be interacted with the approach in two ways.

ACE education is inextricably connected to real-world practice. The application of AR technology can help to establish a link between virtual and real-world information for students. This is a critical and effective contribution. Studies have increased annually, many of which have indicated that AR possesses immense application potential. Nevertheless, some problems persist and are worthy of our attention, such as the selection of system types and devices, the application of research methods, and appropriate learning strategies and teaching methods.

AR needs to involve collaborative efforts from different fields. An integrated learning environment is requisite for related-courses, students, instructors, laboratories, and departments. With AR systems, which used to be prepared by computer specialists, it can be difficult for instructors to create AR contents with only an ACE or education background. Creating an AR system includes a series of preparatory works, from creating 3D models, defining interrelationships between modeling components, format conversion, host AR device adaption, and designing interfaces. System design comprises a thorough consideration of interfaces and a time-consuming effort in creating 3D models. Every part of a system contributes to classroom efficiency and effectiveness, and should be thoroughly planned in advance. It is often easier to use off-the-shelf AR tools with lower entry requirements. This issue will soon be extended to course customization and periodic version updates. Courses with laboratory support are superior because the efficiency of research and pedagogy can be integrated. An instructor can also update the course with sufficient software and hardware support. It is certainly more difficult to prepare from the beginning using SDK or by instructors alone.

Collaboration should occur among different roles. Students from different departments may present various knowledge and learning specialties. For example, a student with an ACE background may have to expend more effort to make the best of an AR system, although it might be easier to build models because the subject used is embedded in department courses. Representation of physical objects, however, remains a skill that has to be learned or be familiar to computer experts. Instructors will clearly face more challenges in preparing AR-supported courses. Not only does the delivered course media have to be 3D-modeled, but also the interrelation in between has to be defined, not just in text, but also in a scenario created through a proper computer interface with buttons for selective display or instructions. ACE expert knowledge should also be represented for pedagogy purposes.

The trends and research in AR studies in ACE education have become an integration and collaboration issue, which should be conducted interactively with pedagogical findings, and hopefully with resources integrated across university departments, laboratories, professional training centers, research centers, system providers, and firms with real projects outside of campus.
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